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□ PROVIDES INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES FOR 6 READING STRATEGIES
□ USES A STEP-BY-STEP APPROACH TO ACHIEVE READING SUCCESS
□ PREPARES STUDENTS FOR ASSESSMENT IN READING COMPREHENSION

FOR THE TEACHER
What is the Hawker Brownlow Education
5-Step Reading Program?
The first tier of the program is Comprehensive
Assessment of Reading Strategies, a diagnostic
reading series that allows you to identify and assess
a student’s level of mastery for each of 12 reading
strategies (8 strategies in Book A and 6 strategies in
Book P and Book AA). The second tier is Strategies
to Achieve Reading Success which provides
remediation for strategies in Comprehensive
Assessment of Reading Strategies. Comprehensive
Assessment of Reading Strategies II, the fifth tier of
the program, is for use after students have been
diagnosed with Comprehensive Assessment of
Reading Strategies and have been instructed with
Strategies to Achieve Reading Success.
How do reading strategies differ from
reading skills?
According to Regie Routman (2000), strategies
are the thinking, problem-solving processes that
the learner deliberately initiates, incorporates
and applies to construct meaning. At this point,
the reading strategies become instinctively
incorporated into one’s reading. According to
Afflerbach et al. (2008), when a reading strategy
becomes effortless and automatic, the strategy has
become a skill. Reading skills operate without the
reader’s deliberate control or conscious awareness.
What is Strategies to Achieve Reading
Success (STARS) Series?
Strategies to Achieve Reading Success is a
prescriptive reading series that provides essential
instruction in 12 reading strategies (8 strategies in
Book A and 6 strategies in Books AA and P.) This
ten-level series is designed for students in years prep
to 8. Strategies to Achieve Reading Success provides
precise instruction in and practice of the strategies
students need to master in order to develop effective
reading skills.
In Strategies to Achieve Reading Success, Book P,
students receive step-by-step instruction in 6 strategies:
• Finding the Big Idea
• Finding Details
• Putting Things in Order
• Understanding What Happens and Why
• Making a Guess
• Figuring Things Out
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In Strategies to Achieve Reading Success, Book P,
students learn how to understand and apply the
6 reading strategies. Each of the 6 strategy lessons
focuses on one specific reading area. Teaching
sequences use metacognition to lead students
to understandings about the reading concepts
through reading activities and questions.
Reading activities reflect a variety of genres and
curriculum content areas, including:
• narratives
• folktales
• fantasy
• fables
• directions
How much reading must students be
capable of handling in Strategies to
Achieve Reading Success, Book P?
Most of the activities included in the student text are
picture-based. The brief directions for the activities,
though written in the student text, are designed for
the students to follow along as the teacher reads them
aloud. A few activities are also designed to be read
aloud by the teacher while the student follows along.
The intent of Book P is for all directions and wordbased activities to be read aloud by the teacher. All
lessons require the explicit involvement and guidance
of the classroom teacher.
What is included in STARS, Book P?
Each student book contains:
• 6 strategy lessons
Each ten-page lesson provides instruction and
practice in a specific reading strategy.
• 3 review lessons
A two-page review lesson follows every two
strategy lessons.
• 1 final review (in four parts)
The eight-page final review lesson provides
practice in the six reading strategies.
What is the organisation of the strategy
lessons in Book P?
Each of the 6 strategy lessons is organised into
five parts. Each part develops the particular
strategy that is the subject of the lessons.
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Proceed in the same manner to complete numbers 4, 5
and 6. The question for number 4 is: Which picture
shows a mail carrier? Circle A or B. The question for
number 5 is: Which picture shows a builder of homes?
Circle A or B. The question for number 6 is: Which
picture shows an animal with fins? Circle A or B.
Discuss and correct the three responses.
For number 4, the answer is A.
For number 5, the answer is B.
For number 6, the answer is A.
When the discussion is completed, ask the students to close
their book.

SAY: Listen as I read aloud this story about
Shark:

PART FIVE: One, Two, Three
(Student Book pages 56 and 57)

SAY: Turn to page 57. The directions say:
Listen. Look. Write. Listen as I read aloud
this story about Teddy:

Skill Development: Two kinds of clues about what
happens are featured in this activity. First, visual
clues in the form of a picture are introduced about
a particular topic. Second, written clues are
presented to validate the visual clues. Students use
both kinds of clues to predict what happens next
when they read. These clues help students open
their minds to stories that activate their sense of
adventure. Like detectives, readers combine visual
and written clues to understand and maintain
interest in the stories they read.
SAY: Open your book to page 56. The lesson is
called One, Two, Three (Pause to make sure
all students are on page 56.) The directions
say: Listen. Look. Write. Listen as I read
aloud this story about Rover:
Rover is a large, furry dog that enjoys
being outdoors. There is a lake near Rover’s
kennel. On very warm days, Rover likes to
cool off!
Look at the three pictures. Write the
number 1 in the space beside the picture
that shows how Rover cools off.
Pause as students respond.
SAY: Listen as I read aloud this story about
Flower:
Mack has a pet pig named Flower. Mack
tries hard to keep Flower clean. However,
Flower has her own idea about how she
should look!
Look at the three pictures. Write the number
2 in the space beside the picture that shows
Flower’s idea about how she should look.
Pause as students respond.
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Bess has a pet goldfish named Shark.
Sometimes Shark plays peek-a-boo games
with Bess. Imagine a fish playing games
with a little girl!
Look at the three pictures. Write the
number 3 in the space beside the picture
that shows Shark playing a game with Bess.
Pause as students respond. Discuss and correct the
three responses. The order of the pictures is 3, 1 and 2.

Teddy is Cam’s toy bear. Cam takes her
bear everywhere. On Saturday mornings,
Cam gives Teddy a bath. Then Teddy is
clean for another week.
Look at the three pictures. Write the number
1 in the space beside the picture that shows
Teddy after the bath.
Pause as students respond.
SAY: Listen as I read aloud this story about
Clara and Toby:
Clara is a big elephant. Her best friend is
a tiny mouse named Toby. Toby likes to
hide in Clara’s trunk. This makes Clara
sneeze. The sneeze causes Clara to shoot
Toby through the air into a bed of soft hay.
Look at the three pictures. Write the number
2 in the space beside the picture that shows
Toby being shot out of Clara’s trunk.
Pause as students respond.
SAY: Listen as I read aloud the story about Little
Miss Muffet:
Little Miss Muffet is sitting on a log.
Along comes a spider. Suddenly, Miss
Muffet spies the spider and screams loudly.
She is so frightened!
Look at the three pictures. Write the
number 3 beside the picture that shows a
frightened Miss Muffet.
Pause as students respond. Discuss and correct the three
responses. The order of the pictures is 2, 3 and 1. When
the discussion is completed, ask the students to close
their book.
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STRATEGY FOUR:
Understanding What
Happens and Why continued
PART FOUR

page 42
1. 3
2. 1
3. 2
page 43
4. 2
5. 3
6. 1
PART FIVE

page 45
1. Yes
2. No
3. Yes
4. Yes
5. No
6. Yes
STRATEGIES THREE AND
FOUR REVIEW
page 46
1. First
2. C
3. C
page 47
4. A
5. A
6. C
STRATEGY FIVE:
Making a Guess
PART ONE

page 48
1. A
2. B
3. A

PART TWO

page 50
1. B
2. A
3. C
page 51
4. C
5. B
6. A
PART THREE

page 52
1. B
2. A
3. C
page 53
4. B
5. C
6. A
PART FOUR

page 54
1. B
2. A
3. A

STRATEGY SIX:
Figuring Things Out
PART ONE

page 58
1. A
2. A
page 59
3. A
4. C
5. C
6. B
PART TWO

page 60
1. B
2. A
3. C
4. B
page 61
5. C
6. B
7. C
8. A
continues on next page

page 55
4. A
5. B
6. A
PART FIVE

page 56
1. 3
2. 1
3. 2
page 57
4. 2
5. 3
6. 1

page 49
4. B
5. B
6. A
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